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(Journal of the Faculty of Scien~e, Hokkaido University, Japan, Ser. II, Vol. IV, No.3, 1952] 

On Renormalization in the Field Theory with 

Non~Localized Interaction 

Sakae MINAMI and Masao SUGA WARA 

. (Received August 1, 1952) 

"Ve bave already found that the unobservable self-energy and vacuum polarization 
effects in quantum electrodynamics become finite, when the interaction terms in the 
usual field equations are replaced with the modified 0:168 which are non-localized, averaged 
with Lorentz-invariant form functions. In this paper we investigate, in the s9Cond 
order perturbation calculation, if the finite self-energy and vacuum polarization effects 
are also made disappear with the use of the mass and charge renormalizations. For the 
purpose we begin with the expression of the second order radiative correction to the 
current operator which was worked out by one of us in the previous paper. In con
sequence it turns out that the renormalization procedure is always applicable to non
localized interactions with any arbitrary Lorentz-invariant form functions. In addition 
it is expected, through the general validity of this demonstration, that the possibility of 
renormalization still holds to all the higher orders in this non-local case as well. 

§ 1. Introduction 

In order to overcome the divergence difficulties in quantum 
electrodynamics, there have been proposed t'wo alternative ways 
in the local field theory, one of which is the renormalization technique 
and the other is the regulator method. In former technique 
unobservable infinities appearing in the theory are consistently sub
tracted out and the resulting formulation does not contain any more 
divergences, while the latter method aims at making infinite in
tegrals appearing in the theory convergent by imposing some con
ditions on them. No satisfactory regulator method has been found 
and it seems rather hopeless to find a satisfactory way in this 
direction. 

On the other hand, in view of the great successes thus far 
achieved by the renormalization procedure, more attention should 
be paid to it. It js the essence of this procedure to subtract the 
unobservable electromagnetic mass and vacuum polarization effects 
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by the renormalization of mass and charge. This pos~ibility of 
renormalization is guaranteed in the current quantum electro
dynamics. However, this is not always possible in meson theories. 
Therefore it is a very interesting problem to examine under what 
conditions renormalization technique is applicable.* 

In this article we shall examine the renormalizability for a 
quantum electrodynamics with non-localized interaction, in which 
the field quantities appearing in the interaction terms are averaged 
over the whole four-dimensional space-time with some "smearing
out" Lorentz-invariant weight functions. In such a theory, there, 
of course, appear no divergence at all. However, it is desirable 
that the unobservable parts of electromagnetIc mass and vacuum 
polarizat.ion should be subtracted away, if possible. One of the 
authors (S. M.) has given in the previous paper**l) the expression 
for the second order electromagnetic mass and the second order 
radiative correction to the current operator. Using these results 
we shall show in the following that the second order mass and 
charge renormalizat.ions are possible in general in the theory with 
such non-local interactions as considered in this paper. First we 
discuss mass renol'malization in Section 2, and we have only to 
remark that the second order electromagnetic mass om(~) do really 
become a pure number, which is of course finite in our treatment. 
Secondly, in Section 3, we show that the unobservable vacuum 
polarization current, which is also finite, is separable from the 
second order current operator and can, therefore, be renormalized 
by introducing new units of field strengths and charge. 

§ 2. Mass Renormalization 

In I the um¢(x) has been, at the outset, separated from the 
mass term in the electron field equations with the view of cancel
ing out the self-energy effect or performing mass renormalization 
(see (1,5). With these equations we have calculated the second 
order radiative correction to the current operator and its one
electron part, which is given by (1,43.) In the first place we shall 
~--~-~-~~ ------
.J; S. SAKATA, H. U~lEZAWA and S. KAMEFUClII, Prog. Theor. Phys. 7 (1952), 377, investigated 

the applicability of the renormalization theory for the general types of local interactions. 
".,; Hereafter we shall call this paper I. 
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observe the terms connected with the self-energy effect in (1,43):* 

~ H[f(O)(x), r)L S(x-x') (¢"(x')-am(2\pl°)(x')H clx' 

+ ~ H[(f(x')-am(2)SZ;(O)(x'»)S(x'-x)rf" p(O)(x)]lclx' , 
( 1 ) 

where the ¢"(x) is defined in (I, 41.) The possibility of mass renorma
lization is confirmed by seeing that the ¢"(x) is merely a constant 
multiple of cj}O)(x), i. e., 

(2) 

and the constant am}2) gives directly the second order electro
magnetic mass. 

For the purpose it is convenient to proceed with the SCHWI':-;GT~l{'S 
calculation2

) in the local quantum electrodynamics. Now S(1) and [:; 
are transformed by integration by parts into 

( 3 ) 

and 

Sex-x') = (r 1;; -m) Li (x-x') , (4) 

as is easily seen from their respective definitions. Using these 
expressions (3) and (4) and the identity 

r)L(r~-m)rf'=-2(r-!-+2m), (5) 
GX dX 

we can rewrite ¢"(x) in a more tractable form 

¢"(x) = J{r a [D (X-'X,)_g-.6(I)(X-X') + D(1)(x-x') -~-Li (x-x')] 
. ~a ~l 

( 6 ) 
+ 2m[D(x-x').6(l)(x-x')+ D(l)(x-x')j'(I)(x-x')]} p(O)(x')clx' . 

It is worthy of note that all the associated D- and LI-funct~ons 
averaged once or twice over the whole space-time are functions of 
A = -(x-x,? rather than X,tL -x,~, since they are of Lorentz-invariance 
like D(l)_ and A-functions themselves. Thus we can define a new 
quantity P (..l) as a function of A by 

* In the following we shall use the same notation as I and the natural units Ii = c = 1. 
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(7) 

Since, as is easily seen, 

J>J5().) = [5 (A) + [5(1)(,1) 
QX" GXp.GX" 

(8 ) 

the first term of (6) is simplified 

) r a [[5 (x-x') i) £1(1)(x-x') + O(l)(X_X') -~li (x-x') ] ;PO)(x')dx' 
i)Xa GXa 

= -mJJ5(,1)¢"(O)(xl )dx' , (9) 

where we have employed the fact that ¢",O)(x) as wen as ifP)(x) satis
fies the free Dirac equation. Hence, 

q; (x) = m J Q (A) ¢"(I)(x') dx' , (10) 

where 

Q (A) = 2[l) (x-x') L1(l)(x-x/) + [5m(x-x')J(I)(x -x')] - peA) . (11) 

It is not only impossible but also unnecessary to evaluate the 
explicit forms of P(A) and Q(,1), because we have given no unique 
functional forms of the smearing-out functions and because what 
is required is to demonstrate that the on{'!.) is actually a mere con
stant rather than to evaluate its complete expression. Now we 
shall give the Fourier transform of QU)as follows 

Q(A) = 1 .1 etk(X-X')RW) dk , (12) 

where it should be noted that the R is, in fact, a function of k~ 
only. Since the zeroth order spinoI' field 1"I)(x) satisfies the free 
Dirac equation, this, of course, satisfies the Klein-Gordon differential 
equation 

(13) 

This implies that the Fourier component (/,,'ll(k) is proportional to 
o(liP+m~), i. e., 

(14) 

Thus, for any arbitrary function R of k\ the remarkable relation 

(15) 
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holds. Hence, (10) leads to 

¢"(x) = mR( -m2) g( -m2) cp(O)(x) . (16) 

Accordingly, we have obtained from (2) and (16) as a finite second 
order electromagnetic mass 

(17) 

This is surely a pure constant and renormalization is possible to 
the second order in the case where the field quantities appearing 
in the interaction terms are averaged with any arbitrary Lorentz
invariant scalar function. 

§ 3. Charge Renormalization 

After disposing of the self-energy effect by mass renormaliza
tion, as was shown in Section 2, the one-particle part of the second 
order current operator leads, from (1,43) and (1,44), to 

<j~)(x»1.0 -! ~ J[st(O)(x'), K fLeX' -x, x-x") ,p(O)(x"H dx'dx" 

+ ! JHst(O\x"), r asb(O)(X")]l1'r{S(l)(x'-X)T,u.S(x-x')r a 
(18) 

+ sex' -x) r fLSU)(x-x')r d D(x' -x")dx'dx" , 

where K fL was given by (1,42). The first term of (18) corresponds 
to the radiative modification of the electromagnetic properties of 
electron and the second term represents the current induced in 
the vacuum. The latter is, of course, finite in the present treat
ment, though it produced an infinite charge renormalization in the 
usual theory. However, the part proportional to the zeroth order 
current in the vacuum induced one is to be renormalized, since 
it is unobservable. In order to study the renormalizability we shall 
transform the expression of the vacuum polarization current. To 
begin with, we evaluate the trace factor in the integrand of (18), 
taking note of (3) and (4), 

f dL/(1)(X-x') ;)2 (x-x') + ;)2(l)(x-x') ;)2 (x-X'») Tr { ... } == - 8 . ---'---'- -~--'- I 
l :;JX fL ;Jxa ;)X a :;JX fL J 

, f :;JL/(1)(x-x') :;J2(x-x') -. - ) + 80 afL l +1Y.22(1)(x-x')J(x-x') I • 
:;JX" ;)x" . j 

(19) 

From the fact that 2(l) and 2 are functions of ;. = -(x-x,?, we can 
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define G(A), a function of A, according to 

2 ~.d(I)(X_X') ~£1 (x-x') ~2G(A) 
~A 9A~/F 

(20) 

Note first that 

~.d(l)(x-x') ~£1(x-x') + ;).d(l)(x-x') ;)£1(x-x') 
;)Xp. ;)X a ;)X a ;)Xp. 

= ;) _;)_ G(A)+ 2o a.<L ~~~A) , 
;)Xp. ;)X a dJ! 

(21) 

so that (19) reduces to 

-8-~- -;)-G(A)+8oau.H(A) , 
;)Xp JXa . 

(22) 

where 

H (A) = - 2 ;)G~A) - 21. <iG ~D_ + m2j(l)(A).d (I.) . (23) 
;)1. ~A-

Hence, the second term of (18), denoted by "vac. pol.", is rewritten as 

vac.pol.=4\H -~ ~ G(A)+oap.f1(J.)] 
• 2Xp. ;)Xa (24) 

x 15 (x' -x") (jj!\x"»l.odx' dx" , 

where, owi.ng to the continuity equation for the zeroth order cur
rent, the first term in the brackets vanishes by integration by parts. 
If we add the one-particle part of the zeroth order current to (24), 
we obtain that of the total current including radiative correction 
up to the second order (note that (j~)(X»I,() = 0, as is readily seen 
from (1,22» 

( . () - (\o)() :1 r }'T ( ") (\0)(') d' Jp. X )1,1) - e J.u. x )I,o+e J ':I x-x Jp. X )1,0 X , (25) 

yvhere we put 

H (x-x') = H (A) = 41 H(x-x") D (x" -x') dx" . (26) 

It is helpful in the following discussion to expand fi (x-x') , i. e., 

H (x-x') _1_ \" eik(x-x') H (k2) dk 
(2,,)4 . 

_1_ r eik(·:-''''){C +C (_k2)+C,(-k2)2+ ... } dk 
(2,,)4 J 0 1 -

= CoO (X - x') + C1 OJ (X- x') + C"020 (X-x') + .... 

(27) 
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Then we get 

<. ( ) < '(0)( ) ~C < '(0)( ) ~C 0 ('(0)( ) Jp. x )1,0 = e Jp. x ho+ e 0 JjL x )l,O+e 1 J,v. x )1.0 

'lC Ol( (0)( ) +e" Jp. x )1,0+"', 
(28) 

where the second term gives nothing but the unobservable part 
of vacuum polarization. 

As the final step, it is necessary to show that the term may 
be dropped out by charge renormalization. If we introduce cor
relat i.vely new units of field strengths and charge according to 

(29) 

and 

(30) 

a subscript zero indicating the quantity thus far used, then, m 
Vlew of the field equation (1, 6) , 

J J eo Fp.IJo = e.~F;,y 
JX y JXy 

~e02(1 + Coe,n (j:1)(X»1,O+ eo.JC,o <J;)(x» 1.0 + ... (31) 

= e2 <j~)(X»l,O+e.JCIO (j~)(X»l,O + ... , 

where we put eo.J = e; in the second term since our calculation may 
be restricted to the second order inclusive. Hence 

(32) 

Thus we have no more unobservable part to the approximation 
considered here. 

We have so far carried out only the second order perturbation 
calculation, and it is still open whether the renormaliziaton pro
cedure may be applicable to all the higher order. It seems, how
ever, to us that our non-lo:::al structure of the interaction between 
the electron and electromagnetic fields does not mar the renorma
lizability. 
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